
RIVERSIDE COMMUNITY COUNCIL
ACTIVE TRAVEL SURVEY 2020:

OLDER PEOPLE

Funded by:



National Records for Scotland

provide a mid-2019 population

estimate of 2385 for Riverside

(data zone codes S01013090 to

S01013092) of whom 118, 4.9%, 

 are aged 75 years or more. 

Thirty four older people were

surveyed, including the members

of the Riverside Over 60's

Group, and 18 responses were

returned.

ABOUT THE SURVEY

As part of its "Travel-Light Riverside Project", Riverside

Community Council carried our a doorstep survey of older

people during the Christmas period of 2020.  The survey

followed the "Riverside Community Active Travel Survey",

and aimed to find out more about the active travel patterns of

older people, as their travel experience was more likely to

differ from that of the younger populations. 

Results follow
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Quote from survey

As can be deduced from Chart 1a, 15 of the 18 respondents list walking

amongst the modes they employ. Eight people only walk within Riverside, and

three do not walk. These three are amongst the eight who use the bus service.

One person uses all the modes suggested. Three people use a car for

travelling within Riverside and three a taxi, amongst the modes they have

selected. 

Q1a
How do you travel within Riverside?
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Chart 1a

W = Walking  B = Bus  T = Taxi  S = Scooter  Wh = Wheelchair
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Q1b
How do you travel outside Riverside?

From Chart 1b it can be seen that all 18 respondents list the powered modes,

car, bus and taxi amongst those they employ. Five selected only the car. Five

have selected the bus amongst their modes. Six have included walking as a

means of travelling outside Riverside. 

Chart 1b

W = Walking  C = Car  B = Bus  T = Taxi
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Walking Bus Taxi Car
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From Chart 2a, it can be seen that walking dominates, as would be expected.

Fourteen respondents walk many times a week, three use a car many times a

week but only one uses a taxi so often and one other, the bus. Responses

range from the eight respondents who only walk many times a week, to one

respondent who selected all four modes at the many times a week level.

Q2a
How often do you travel within Riverside?

Chart 2a
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Walking Bus Taxi Car
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From Chart 2b, it may be deduced, that travelling outside Riverside is

extremely restricted for some respondents. Only two walk many times a week,

and one, once or twice a week, outside Riverside. Three respondents travel by

car many times a week, and two of those also travel by bus many times a

week. Travel by car, bus and taxi is, understandably, more important for

respondents travelling outside Riverside. 

Q2b
How often do you travel outside Riverside?

Chart 2b
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Walking Bus Taxi Car Other
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From Chart 3a, responses range from these eight who selected only walking

for reasons of leisure to respondent 16 who selected every mode for Essential

reasons and walking, bus and taxi for leisure reasons. Some of the responses

seem counter-intuitive, and may be worth exploring further. For example, one

respondent selected the bus at the essential level, but nothing else. Perhaps

most surprising is the number, five, who have selected the bus at the essential

level for travel within Riverside. 

Q3a
What are your main reasons for your journeys within
Riverside?

Chart 3a

Essential - shopping, medical appointments

Leisure - exercise, to visit friends, dog walking
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From Chart 3b, it can be seen that travel outside Riverside is mainly for

essential reasons, and that bus, taxi and car are the modes usually chosen.

Five respondents' main reason is for leisure, and the car is the chosen mode.

Three respondents made no selection at all, suggesting that they do not leave

Riverside for any of the reasons given. 

Q3b
What are your main reasons for your journeys outside
Riverside?

Chart 3b

Essential - shopping, medical appointments

Leisure - exercise, to visit friends, dog walking

Commuting - to work or education 
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Nothing

Q4
What would help you walk and/or cycle more?

They have all aids

necessary 

Lowering the

speed limit

Better defined

cycling/walking

paths

Leaves cleared

from path in winter

Pavements and

roads repaired

Better health
More self

motivation
Better weather

Nine of the 18 respondents did not suggest anything that would encourage

them to walk or cycle more. Of the remaining nine, better personal health or

fitness is suggested as something that would help. Three infrastructural

suggestions were made: better road maintenance, including leaf clearance, a

lower speed limit and separation of walkers and cyclists. 
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Q5
What do you feel about the bus service in Riverside?

Good Glad to have it Too infrequent

Combined it with

the Park and Ride

for further

accessibility

Essential Rarely use it

Like a family

meeting place

Would be good to

run later
More frequency

Question five found a wide range of opinions, from "unsatisfactory" to "very

good" and even "excellent". Four respondents hardly ever use it but those who

do very much appreciate it . Six respondents would like to see the timetable

extended. In short, it seems that the bus service is essential to older residents. 
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Q6
Any further comments?

Good area to live

- love Riverside

Teachers' parking

can be

problematic

Need assistance

within the home

Use buses to visit

further afield

Eleven respondents made no further comments.  

COVID has affected the habits of Riverside's Older People

Parking around the school is an issue being addressed independently through

a Riverside Community Council sub-group.

Some comments were not relevant to the Active Travel Survey.  

Bin charges are

unacceptable

COVID has

restricted travel

and changed travel

habits
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Conclusion
Walking

Clearly, walking is important within and beyond Riverside. The fact that less is

done outside Riverside is of no account. 

Where older people's comfort and safety are concerned, condition and use of

the roads (carriageway, footway and verge) must be of good quality. This

means that surface irregularities must be within the required standards.

Bus

Travel by bus seems to be very important to many of the respondents while

some would like a more frequent service.

Car

Car use is also important, especially for travel outside Riverside.

COVID:19

COVID:19 restrictions affected the distribution and awareness of the survey

due to safety being a priority in reaching our older community.

Travel restrictions and limited public transport is a variable that needs to be

taken into consideration when considering the habits of active travel.
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www.riversidecommunitycouncil.co.uk

riversidecommunitycouncil@gmail.com

facebook.com/riversidecommunitycouncil

Riverside Community Council would like to thank the following people for their

help and support:

 

Riverside 60+ Group

Paths For All

Stirling Council

Riverside Community Volunteers


